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Modernize Retail Banking to Meet Customer Needs.

Optimize Space and Enhance Experiences. 

Realm demountable walls can be configured for diverse 
programmed spaces to maximize available space and 
minimize facilities costs. Reception areas once intended 
for long queues and heavy traffic can be reformatted 
to accommodate shared private offices, tellerless 
transactions, universal banking stations, co-working 
space, and even coffee bars.

Realm’s slim, European profile and glass construction 
give associates more visibility to customers (and one 
another) to facilitate optimal service. The system affords 
multiple settings to engage with customers. And the 
open aesthetic conveys accessibility and connectedness 
to reflect the bank’s values.

Optimize reception for greater 
functionality and a branded  
customer experience.

Technology is not only transforming the way people 
bank—it’s transforming the bank itself. Financial 
institutions are revamping their retail branches to 
better meet the needs of the digital age and modern 
customer. 

That means integrating more technologies and 
opportunities for customers to self-service. Shifting 
toward an open aesthetic that evokes transparency and 
trust. And creating personal experiences rather than 
conducting transactions. 

The Realm system is the architectural choice for retail 
banks looking to make this essential transition.

Corporate and Business Services:  
Finance
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Corporate and Business Services: Finance

Maintain Privacy in Proximity  
to Public Spaces.

Realm’s single- and double-glazed systems provide 
enhanced soundproofing. The single-glazed 
system with 1/2” clear tempered glass has a Sound 
Transmission Class (STC) rating of 35. The double-
glazed system with 1/2” over 3/8” clear tempered glass 
has an STC rating of 45. And to meet different acoustic 
requirements throughout a space, Realm can be 
customized with both single- and double-glazed glass.

Sliding doors seal securely into the Realm system 
frame (a competitive advantage) to support sound 
attenuation, especially near public spaces. So, 
customers can confidentially engage with associates 
and associates can enjoy minimal distractions. 

Create a conference room with 
physical and acoustic separation 
from public spaces.

Holoform Insight: Brand Image Enhancement  

An organization’s physical and digital touchpoints reflect 
the brand’s values, products and services. They reinforce 
the emotional tie the brand has with its customers and  
its employees. 

Realm’s award-winning design instantly upgrades retail 
spaces. It allows the architectural design, materials 
and finishes, and graphic treatments, to be front and 
center. And Holoform can custom-manufacture glass 
treatments, including colored opaque glass and custom 
ceramic frit printed monolithic decorative glass, to 
support brand requirements.
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Corporate and Business Services: Finance

Attract Customers, Retain Associates.

Banks are striving to differentiate their brands in a highly competitive market. Realm’s forward-thinking design makes 
a powerful, modern brand statement. It creates inviting, easy-to-navigate spaces to promote a comfortable, efficient 
banking experience.   

Realm capitalizes on natural light to enhance employee productivity and create a more pleasurable work environment. 
This supports employee recruitment and retention while delivering marked energy savings. Open spaces also improve 
ventilation and the use of low-emitting materials enhances interior air quality to promote wellness.

Establish private offices without visual 
barriers to customers and associates.

Maximize compressed real estate and 
provide a space for collaboration.
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Corporate and Business Services: Finance
Key Realm System Characteristics

 � The only sole-sourced framed demountable wall system made entirely in the USA
 � Slim profile, minimalist design, and clean European aesthetic 
 � STC-tested, improved soundproofing around doors, which seal securely into frame
 � LEED credits in Energy & Atmosphere, Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ), and Materials & Resources
 � EPD and HPD Certifications for glass and wood
 � The only interior demountable wall to win an international Red Dot Award and prestigious Good Design Award

Realm Product Highlights

1 Single-Glazed System
 � Assures consistent sightlines between single- and double-glazed applications
 � 35 STC rating for 1/2” clear tempered glass system
 � Accepts integration of HoloScript™ glass writable surfaces

2 Double-Glazed System  
 � Offers industry-leading acoustic excellence for enhanced privacy  
 � 45 STC rating for 1/2” over 3/8” clear tempered glass system
 � Accepts integration of HoloScript™ glass writable surfaces

3 Door Frames
 � Pre-cut miters ensure accuracy and expedite installation

4 Corners 
 � Butt-glazing supports enhanced visibility and clean aesthetic

5 Framed Glass Swing/Sliding Doors
 � Full-vision entrance supports functionality and security
 � Lightweight door provides durability for high traffic
 � Choice of wide or narrow stiles 
 � Soft open-close on sliding doors 
 � Privacy graphics, distraction strips or muntins can be applied to match  

glass wall treatments

6 Hardware  
 � Pull handles, ladder pulls, lever locks, lever latches, and various accessories 

available
 � Locking and non-locking ladder pulls available in range of sizes
 � Locking door levers (ADA compliant) offer high-strength lever for secure access 
 � Surface-mounted cam-action closer available on swing doors
 � Magnetic catches available on thick aluminum and wood doors
 � Available in range of Realm system finishes to match frame 

7 Glass Feature Wall & Graphic Treatments
 � Opaque, false-etch, and direct-to-glass imaging graphics support  

branding opportunities
 � Allows for regular cleaning without graphic deterioration 
 � Double-glazed systems support depth and transparency variations 

8 HoloScript Glass Writable Surfaces
 � Integrates seamlessly into Realm system to maximize vertical real estate 
 � Durable opaque glass cleans easily without ghosting or deterioration
 � Non-magnetic and magnetic surfaces, and wall-mounted applications available
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